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Thank you, Madame Chair
I'm a German intersex person and an IGM survivor. As a child I had trouble sitting down
because it hurt between my legs. As a teenager I was forced to take hormones, causing
chronic inflammation of my genital and foul-smelling discharge.
I never had a sexual relationship. I never had access to my medical record.
I never had a chance to justice. Many of my peers have it even worse.
As shown in our reports,1 in Germany all forms of Intersex Genital Mutilation persist,
paid for by the state, including selective abortion, prenatal therapy and
denial of needed health care.
New studies2 prove the number of genital surgeries and sterilising procedures did not
decrease, with partial clitoris amputations most common on children under one year.
IGM in Germany has already been considered by CAT and CRPD as “ill-treatment”, urging
the State party to “adopt legal provisions in order to provide redress to the victims”.3
Also this Committee4 already considered IGM as a “harmful practice”, referring to the
CEDAW-CRC Joint general recommendation 31.
For more than 20 years5 all the government does is talk and talk. As intersex persons and
IGM survivors we finally want to see actions, including on prohibition under criminal law,
access to redress and justice, and abolition of statutes of limitations.
Thank you for listening.
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